DEANNA LUND. Don is

devoting most of his energies
to getting his career back into
full swing. We'll keep you
posted.
MAGGIE SULLIVAN
(cx-Katic Corbin). who appeared on GH at the same
time as Steve Carlson, was
working diligently on her
upcoming seenes. so we
weren't able to learn much
about where she's been.
We'll have to do that in our
next column, so stayed
tuned.
LARA PARKER, who
was magnificent on "Dark
Shadows" in the late sixties,
has been working in films
and nighttime television for
awhile, so we were a bit
surprised to find her as the
all-American heroine of "A
New Day in Eden." She is
still as beautiful as ever
and working for perfection
as always. Lara admitted
between scenes. "It's very
difficult doing a soap again
after all these years, but
this show is different than
most soaps on the air today.
I just keep trying to do the
best work I can. all the
time."
Lara is such a fine actress,
she can take scenes which
l(X)k like nothing on paper
and bring them alive. All we
can say is they must have offered her a deal she couldn't
turn down, for she is iastantly in demand elsewhere. The
cast and crew stand by and
watch intently whenever she
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is working — that's the best
of kind of compliment.
As for "Eden" itself, the
producers have built some
beautiful sets at half the
budget a regular daytime
drama spends. The scripts
arc coming along nicely,
with relevant issues and a
touch of nudity — tastefully
done — thrown in. Watch
your cable listings for air
dates.
TOM FUCCELLO.
once Mark Ellion on "Love
Is a Many Splcndored
Thing" and Paul Kendall on
"One Life to Live." is now
Dave Culver on semi-regular
basis on "Dallas." "I play
a U.S. Senator and this is my
third year on the show. I did
nine shows last year and
seven, so far. this year. I had
a great time in July when I
worked on five shows on

location. I really got to feel
like a regular member of the
company. While I'd love to
be a regular and I wouldn't
turn down the opportunity,
should it arise, the way
things are. my contract
allows me to do other
things." Perhaps we can
change that with a whole lot
of cards and letters directed
at "Dallas." What do you
say. gang?
Saw JOHN GIBSON at
Chippendales, where he was
discovered and brought into
daytime as Cash on-¥&R.
He is working to complete
the documentary on his life.
"Made in Hollywood."
Quite an attraction for the
ladies. John was recently
visited by SHARON
VVYATT (Tiffany) and
GAIL RAE CARLSON
(Susan) of GH. Chippen75

